
i am a plant  
 a poetic response 

 
*tea, weed, cats & snacks 

 
   
 excitement  
  understatement 
 expectations 
  let down 
 bounce back? 
  future told 
 
heartbroken by  
 opportunities left 

 waning  
   literal winds 
    breath (slow), breath, breath  
 
all that was going to be, never will 

as is the story  
time & again 

 
truly, nothing is ever as supposed 
 if only to keep us on our toes 
 
for if we knew 
 we’d never be 
  left to the moment  
   wandering seas 
 
angry, sad & unfulfilled 

redirected responses reflecting  
  energies harvested  

prior to   
all of this  

  comes anew  
   fresh opportunity  
    sulk & shrew  
     nah, lets rather 



      make & do 
 
created nor destroyed 
 live on 
  grasp 
   & turn to 
 
gratitude, understanding & peace 
 for that which lives 
  outside & within  

all around our physicalness  
i am you, you are me, we are us 

 
colors, shapes & creatures galore 
 I welcome you    
  eye feast 

explore 
a time inside 

a search for 
    imagination’s source  

at its core 
 

incite wonder 
  possibility too 

connect with  
  curiosity  

as children do 
 
disrupt what you (society) 

said true 
 good time  
  try something new 
thru difference   
 greatness grew 
 

transcendent plant visions  
 physically seen 

3d objects in space 
   immerse you 
    as they do me 



creating is 
intuitive integration     

of momentary movements  
  investigating thoughts  

once reserved  
    for daydreams of magic 

is real 
  as flesh 
if thought 
 exists existence  
  & chance to boot 
 
power to the free mind  

together we share 
 all that can be 
  if we dare 
question authority 
  how to live 
   what to say 
   what to do 
we will create the life 
we want to 
 

mutualistic chaos 
seen thru 

  amalgamative truth 
 

hybridized meridians  
  flowers bud 
   as serpents do 
 
 skulls seen 
  not akin 
   you or i 
    no different from them 
 
 simple shapes  
  sculpture as pedestal  
   hexagon acts 
    as bees intended them to 



 color o color 
  how you make me feel 
   alive 
   aware 
    excited to share  

congruent feelings  
 gold teeth for all 

   harmonious splatter 
    neon &  
     pastel 
   heart’s desire 
    exposed by platters 
     of delectable hues 
      

clay carries 
 Pachamama power 
  your beauty, we love you 

  transformations  
    sintered  
     process is key 
  without you clay 
   i don’t know where i’d be 
 
 momentary movements  
  dance ‘round 
   literal & metaphorical 
    expressions 
     by definition sculpture 
 
  art school & ayahuasca  
  dream team come true 
   
  fluid state 

inspired by desire 
 to create 

    thru the roof 
     much left to do 
     to share with all of you 
 
 



 imagination excavation 
  ancient future  

psychedelic relic 
fantastically flavor(v) 

full of seductive 
self-reflective imperfections 
 

invigorated intricacies  
found in 

color interactions  
     allure focus 
    heightened state 
     balancing act 
      rotational symmetry 
       acting on whims  

of geometrical aspirations  
 

  prophetic revelations of earth’s timelines 
   as part of an evolutionary universe  
    collectively installed as  

dimensional objects acting as an  
emerging disruption to normality 

      building new connections    
      through compassion for difference   
     imagine 
     make  
     believe  
      formally sound  
      shapes on shapes 
       amorphous depictions  
       amidst fresh resemblance  

poppy bright manifestations  
 of candy-coated creatures 
sneaky in operation 
 musings of  
  a darkness 
   within   
 
 
 



  an experiential experience 
    envelopes you  
  
   energized senses   
   sound, light, shape & color 
    world built of wonder 

intrusive spatial awareness 
      now succumbed to the limitations of language  
      to relay what was to be 
       is again now free 
       imagination is reality. explore yourself 
       
 
 

 
        
 
  
  
  
 
 
 


